Introduction

Ultra Wide Band (UWB) is an emerging wireless technology. It is referred to as baseband, impulse or carrier-free, and it has been proposed for unlicensed operations over bandwidth spanning several GHz, provided the power spectral density of transmitted signals are adherent to some emission masks (as specified by the Federal Communication Commission in the USA) suggested by coexistence issues with other systems [1]. Due to its extreme flexibility, UWB is currently considered by the research community worldwide for many applications, ranging from short range/high rate data communications in WPAN to low-cost/low-power networking in wireless sensor networks. Unlike narrow-band channels, UWB channels exhibit two main effects: multipath propagation and pulse distortion. In particular, during propagation each waveform can be reflected by an object or can penetrate through a material, thus leading to multipath propagation. Each of these effects is frequency sensitive and therefore the waveform is filtered in some way, thus resulting in a multipath component with different pulse shape. From these considerations, it follows that UWB channels are frequency selective even if the channel consists of only a single path, thus significantly altering the shape of the transmitted pulse. The channel model described in does not explicitly account for the effect of waveform distortion and the proposers only suggest to include the additional losses due to waveform distortion in the link budget margin. In this paper we intend to investigate about the frequency selective effects of common building materials in the frequency band where UWB systems are allowed to operate 3.1-10.6 GHz [1], thus deriving an UWB channel model composed by a cascade of two linear (eventually time-variant) systems that accounts for the two aspects mentioned above (i.e. multipath propagation and pulse distortion). The motivation of this work is that the analysis of the filtering effects of the transmission through common building materials is a quite unexplored aspect in the context of Ultra Wide-Band communications [2]. In particular, in [2] the analysis was restricted to the band 2-7 GHz, the purpose of this paper is to consider the bandwidth ranging from 1 GHz to 18 GHz. The analysis has been performed both in time and frequency domain, using respectively a commercial available UWB transceiver and a Network Analyzer. The channel impulse and frequency responses have been analyzed in order to compare the obtained results and find a correspondence between them. In addition, even if many propagation measurements have been performed for indoor narrowband channels and several models have been proposed in the literature [3],[4], however, due to their restriction on measurement bandwidth,
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they are inadequate for the UWB system studies. In particular, in recent past only few investigations have been performed on the effects of common building materials at frequencies of the order of GHz, and in some circumstances only fixed frequencies have been considered [3]. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2 the measurement set-up both in frequency domain and in time domain is described; in section 3 the obtained channel model is summarized using a multiport equivalent circuit; in the and conclusions are provided.

Measurements

Frequency Domain Measurements

The measurement set-up used to characterize the propagation through walls is sketched in Figure 1. The measurements have been performed in frequency domain through a Vector Network Analyzer and a couple of Horn antennas, thus analyzing the behaviour of different common building materials (i.e. glass, wood) over a wide range of frequencies (1-18 GHz). To remove every multipath component, those measurements have been performed in an anechoic chamber. Two different frequency responses have been carried out from measurements: i) $S_{21}^{ag}(w)$ measured in absence of the material under test and ii) $S_{21}(w)$ measured with the material under test. By taking the ratio between ii) and i) it is possible to remove the antenna and free-space effects (i.e. frequency domain de-convolution), thus deriving the frequency domain response $H(w)$. The same experiment has been performed when more than one wall is in between the line of sight (LOS) of Tx and Rx, (see Figure 1). From the frequency domain measurements the impulse response of the channel has been obtained by taking the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) of the frequency response (i.e. $h(t) = IFFT\{H(w)\}$). Figure 2 shows some of the obtained results in the time domain. The results shown in Figure 2 refer to three different configurations: G1, G2 and MIX1, which denote the scenarios with a glass wall of 2 mm thickness and 8 mm thickness and a combination of them (spaced by $Sd = 1.25$ mm), interposed in between the Rx-Tx LOS. The results obtained in the MIX1 case clearly show multiple reflections between the walls: a pulse peak appears for a delay equal to the round trip time between them (i.e. 4.2 ns).
Time Domain Measurements

The same measurements described in the previous sub-section have been repeated, in the time domain, by using the P200 Evaluation Kit (EVK P200): a pair of commercial UWB pulse transceivers, developed by Time-Domain Corporation and designed to test the performance of Time Hopping (TH)-UWB systems and to accomplish the UWB channel sounding. The setup has been completed by two laptops connected to the two EVKs in order to collect and record sample waveforms. Each EVK can work both as transmitter and as receiver. When an EVK is used as transmitter it radiates a TH-UWB signal in the frequency band 3-6GHz in the compliance with the FCC limits.

Channel Modeling

The combination of materials has been modeled as a cascade of two-port networks connected through different transmission lines in frequency domain. The obtained equivalent circuit, which denotes the whole propagation channel (i.e., antennas, walls and air), is shown in Figure 3 where the two-port networks characterized by chain matrices $T_{\text{wall1}}$ and $T_{\text{wall2}}$, the ideal voltage lumped source and the impedances denote the wall panels, the field source and the air characteristic impedance, respectively. The characteristics of each material (i.e., $T_{\text{wall1}}, T_{\text{wall2}}$) have been obtained from the frequency domain measurements. More details about the derivation of $T_{\text{wall1}}, T_{\text{wall2}}$ will be provided in the full paper. The voltage source $S_{\text{in}}$ is the signal generated by the Network Analyzer. $S_{\text{out}}$ is the signal propagated through the materials and received by the antenna $S_{21}(\omega)$. The equivalent circuit depicted in Figure 3 has been simulated in the frequency domain and the obtained results agree with the ones derived from measurements. As example a comparison between a propagation of an Ultra Wide Band pulse through a glass wall with a thickness of 0.004m computed with the model and a timed domain measurements are shown in Figure 4. From the figure a good agreement between computed (circled line) and measured (continuous lines) can be observed. As last example a computed propagation in the case of two glass wall with $Sd = 0.05m$ and a thickness of 0.004m is shown in figure 5.
Conclusions

In this paper the propagation of Ultra Wide Band (UWB) radio communication signals through common building materials widely used in indoor environment as glass, wood and dry-wall has been investigated by measurements and simulations. A series of measurements have been performed, in anechoic chamber, in order to deduce the electromagnetic properties of UWB signals in the frequency band allowed for indoor communications. The outlined procedure leads to an equivalent electromagnetic model of the UWB propagation through materials. The obtained results are in agreement with measurements and then they can be used to simulate the propagation of UWB signal through different combinations of materials. Additional details and results about the UWB propagation through materials will be provided in the final version of the paper.
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